
 
 
Match Report 
Brunswick vs Macleod 22/06/14 
  
First Quarter 
After captain and veteran of 50 games Romney won the toss and elected to kick against a strong 
north easterly, the challenge had been laid down. Only good team play would result in majors for 
the Dragons! And for those who ventured out to Macleod Park that is exactly what they witnessed. 
From the first bounce you could tell our boys were on, with a quick clearance deep into the forward 
line where Julian marked only to miss on the near side, but no matter, with a great trap by Declan 
from the kick in and run provided by Otis the ball was quickly pumped back into the attacking fifty 
where Lachlan combined with Owen and George to bring up the first goal of the afternoon. 
  
Romney was everywhere picking up possessions at will and Ty was putting on a master class of 
pressure football. Ewan was doing a great job in the ruck which provided Marcus a chance to clear 
the ball into the forward line resulting in a well earned goal to Julian. Another centre clearance 
followed by some great run and link up by Sam and Otis ended in the safe hands of Kallum who in 
turn spotted up Julian for another major. With another clearance by Ewan it was time for George to 
turn it on with trade mark run and goal, our defensive unit of Bryce, Riley and Josh were as solid as a 
rock and kept their structure as instructed. Time for one more forward thrust provided by Ned into 
the teeth of goal where Declan bobbed up to slam one through. 
  
Brunswick 5.5.35 
Macleod  0.0.0 
  
Second Quarter 
The wind was our friend this quarter, and with Henry injected into the middle you could tell from the 
first bounce that he was keen to get his hands dirty with a great clearance  to Otis  who bombed it 
long into the goal square where Luke contested a hot ball. Macleod could only manage to find the 
safe Hands of Otis when trying to clear, and when he in turn spotted up Ewan directly in front forty 
out from goal there was going to be only one conclusion- BOOM, goal!! From the restart it was more 
of the same with James providing great pressure at every contest and wonderful team tackling, 
Macleod were struggling to contain the onslaught. 
  
This was made evident with the next goal by Otis, which was straight out of the 'Luke Bruest 
handbook. After a great clearance from the centre and fantastic contest in the forward line, in 



chimed Otis to dribble one through end on end. This quarter the iron wall of defence was provided 
by Marcus, Owen, Josh, Riley and Sam. With the relentless team pressure being applied and great 
run provided by Henry, Bryce and Ned, the half time siren could not come soon enough for the 
home team. But not before Julian and George  could slot another couple through the big sticks!  
  
Brunswick 9.10.64 
Macleod 0.0.0 
  
Third Quarter 
With the coaches ringing the changes at half time it provided the perfect opportunity for some of 
the players to try their hand at some different positions. And from the bounce it proved to be a 
master stroke with great pressure around every contest being provided by Josh, Ty, Owen and Sam. 
But with the wind howling out  of the north, scoring this quarter proved to be tough, but none the 
less the Dragons still played great link up footy with both Henry and Bryce going on searching runs 
and linking up with Kallum and Ned to keep the Macleod defence honest. 
  
Ewan was becoming a handful both with his ruck work and driving runs out of the centre square and 
Riley had been shifted to attack from defence and was constantly on the move. The defensive half 
was in safe hands with Luke and Julian taking care of the last line and George repelling everything 
that came his way. But  try as they might the wind had the final say in the third with the Dragons 
only managing one goal for the term which was provided by the ever reliable Lachlan. 
  
Brunswick 10.13.73 
Macleod 0.1.1 
  
Final Quarter 
With the wind at our backs it was time for the Dragons to light it up! And a six goal final quarter was 
a great way for the team to take some momentum into the coming weeks. George was everywhere, 
kicking goals from all angles and Otis dominating in the ruck with some great clearance work 
provided by Marcus, James and Sam. Bryce and Riley provided the crowd with two of the best 
'behinds' you'll ever see with Bryce flying down members flank to set sail for home only to see it just 
fade late and Riley snapping sharply under immense pressure straight into the right goal post. 
  
Macleod were going to struggle to score with Luke, Ned, Ty, Owen and Julian holding down the 
defensive end and Ewan patrolling across the middle of the ground. Josh, Declan, Kallum and Lachlan 
continued to provide contests until the final siren. Henry was the lucky recipient of a handball from 
George to goal and cap off a great game and epitomise the team play that the Dragons played with 
all day. The only down side was the late snap by Riley that was just beaten by the siren but it didn't 
matter with the Dragons enjoying a great win. A fantastic team win. 
  
A final congrats to captain Rom who lead from the front with a great game to celebrate his 50th in 
style. Great stuff. 
  
Brunswick 16.17.113 
Macleod 0.0.1 
  
  
By Sam and Richard. 
 


